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Introduction

Welcome to the 2009 Pacific Cell Friends of the Pleistocene field trip and US HWY 50,
the loneliest road in America.  This trip is largely based on field work completed by me
and my field assistants over the last five summers, which culminated in completion of my
dissertation at University of Nevada, Reno.   The work benefited greatly from field
discussions with the Humboldt State University field campers, UNR field class
participants, and my advisor Steve Wesnousky.  I want to thank my co-leaders Tony
Crone, Tom Hanks, and Bill Hammond for agreeing to contribute their work to the trip
and submitting materials in a timely fashion.  Anyone who has led a FOP knows how
guidebook preparation will eventually take over your life.  In my case, I spent the better
part of the summer in remote Alaska and am preparing to move there as I write this.
Thus, the guidebook was written without peer review and should be treated as such.  I
take sole responsibility for typos, formatting problems, and inconsistencies with the
content in general.  I have organized the guidebook into two sections.  The first part
includes maps, road logs, text, and figures pertinent to each site.  The second part
includes Appendices for each of the contributed articles.  When I refer to Figure X, that
figure can be found at the end of the first section (after the road logs).  When I refer to
Appendix X, Figure X, that figure can be found in the respective appendix.  I have
provided DEMs that show the FOP route with best guess locations of the field stops.
Space images with the field stops plotted with GPS are also provided.  I recommend you
bring along the Millett 1:250,000 scale topographic map, and the Edwards Creek Valley,
Smith Creek Valley, Simpson Park Mountains, and Summit Mountain 1:100,000 scale
topographic maps.  These maps can be downloaded at the Keck Earth Sciences and
Mining Research Information Center, http://keck.library.unr.edu/, under the button USGS
topographic maps (DRGs).  A DeLorme atlas may also be helpful.  All GPS points in the
guidebook are in a WGS84 reference frame and reported in decimal degrees.

Special thanks goes out to those who initially encouraged me to run a trip, Marith Reheis,
Bud Burke, and Steve, and to those who guided and put up with me during its frantic
preparation, Raughley Koehler, Joanna Redwine, Heather Green, and Jayne Bormann.

The FOP has been a great inspiration to me since my first trip in 1995.  I hope, in my own
way, to give back to the FOP by providing a fun trip with some interesting geologic
debates, road log backfires, and a great party.  I am excited to share some of my
discoveries with the FOP, as much of my work was performed with only my Jeep as a co-
pilot.  To my old and new friends, “Lets go do the FOP”

Rich Koehler
September, 2009
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Directions to the Thursday night meeting location
Thursday September 24, 2009

The approximate mileage to the Thursday night meeting location is described from the
west beginning in Reno, Nevada.  GPS points are reported in WGS 84 in decimal
degrees.  For those coming from the east, pass Cold Springs and look for a dirt road to the
right with the FOP sign.

YOU NEED TO BRING WATER FOR ALL 3 DAYS.  THERE ARE VERY FEW
SITES TO TOP OFF WATER (AUSTIN AND / OR MIDDLEGATE ONLY).
AUSTIN IS ALSO THE ONLY LOCATION TO BUY FORGOTTEN ITEMS OR
RE-SUPPLY MISUNDERESTIMATED BEVERAGE SUPPLIES.  These towns are
very small and not accustomed to such large groups.

Approximate mileage

0.0 Heading east on US HWY 80 from Reno, reset odometer as you pass the Nugget
Casino in Sparks, Nevada.

30.0 Exit US HWY 80 at exit 48.  Take a right and go straight.  The signs on the
highway will say “Fallon, Ely, US HWY 50, Alt 95, and Great Basin National
Park.  Additionally there will be a big rig elevated on a tower north of the
Highway across from the exit.

31.0 At the roundabout, follow the road about 2700 counterclockwise, then take right
turn on US HWY 50 towards Fallon “the oasis of Nevada”.  Tune to 750 AM for
10,000 watts of pure country pork to set the mood.

37.0 At 11 o’clock notice shorelines notched in bedrock associated with pluvial Lake
Lahontan, you are now underwater in late Pleistocene time.  Continue to Fallon.

53.6 Big R Ranch and Farm Home Supply, your headquarters for Best in the West
trenching supplies.

54.5 Raley’s grocery will be on your right.  Last chance for food and refreshments.

55.2 KHWG on the left.  Source for inspirational music.  Look for the Pig on the mic
and the pink door.  Continue east on US HWY 50.

55.9 Another Nugget Casino…….Go figure.

56.4 Fox Peak Station.  Last reasonably priced gas.  Please top off.  Also last chance
for refreshments and rollies.

RE-ZERO YOUR ODOMETER AT FOX PEAK STATION TO
ACCOMMODATE FRIENDS THAT MAY BE COMING NORTH OR SOUTH
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ON HWY 95.  NO MATTER WHICH WAY YOU ARE DRIVING, FILL GAS AT
FOX PEAK STATION IN FALLON AND ZERO ODOMETER…………..

ALSO.   REMEMBER TO GET ALL YOUR SUPPLIES, ESPECIALLY WATER.
THERE ARE NOT MANY OPPORTUNITIES EAST OF HERE.  THE WATER
FROM THE FAUCETS IN FALLON IS LIKIEY A GOOD SOUCE OF ARSENIC.

CONTINUE EAST ON US HWY 50 FROM FOX PEAK STATION IN FALLON

Approximate mileage

0.0 Fox Peak Station, Fallon, Nevada.

6.7 Shorelines of pluvial Lake Lahontan are at 11 o’clock and every o’clock, lake
sediments everywhere.

9.1 Grimes Point rest area.  Petroglyphs and bathrooms.

12.9 Salt Wells cat house.  Burned to the ground.  I had nothing to do with it or the
insurance settlement.

20.8 Sand Mountain, a large dune complex can be seen at 11 o’clock.  This is also the
home of the loneliest phone in America, in case you forgot to tell mom that you
will not be functional until next Tuesday.  Pass Sand Mountain and continue up
the hill east on US HWY 50.  You are now leaving the area of the 1996 FOP trip
led by Ken Adams “Quaternary History, Isostatic rebound and Active Faulting in
the Lake Lahontan Basin, Nevada and California”.  You are now entering the area
of the 2003 FOP trip to Dixie Valley led by John Caskey.

28.5 The prominent peak at 12 o’clock is Fairview Peak.  You are now entering a
valley, Dixie Valley and Fairview Valley to the north and south of US HWY 50,
respectively.  The Ms=7.2 1954 Fairview Peak earthquake ruptured along the
eastern side of Fairview Peak and was shortly followed by the Ms=6.8 1954 Dixie
Valley Earthquake that ruptured along the western side of Dixie Valley to the
north.  Seek out John Caskey on the trip for further details about these events.

38.8 Cool sign “Earthquake faults” marks the rupture trace of the 1954 Fairview Peak
earthquake.  This is basically the beginning of Rich Koehlers field area which
stretches from here to the Utah border.

44.0 Continue straight on US HWY 50.  This is the junction of US HWY 50 and State
Route 361 and the location of Middlegate Station which has bare essentials,
limited groceries, greasy spoon food, and gas.  There is also a 1:250,000 scale
raised relief map of the region including the area of this trip.  There are rooms
available here in trailors, horseshoe pits and great hot sauce “Middlegate
Madness”.  Phone number (775) 423-7134.
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46.0 Shoe tree on the left.

47.0 Continue straight on US HWY 50.  Junction of State Route 722.  Entering a
valley with strange bedrock pediments.  Somebody should study the history of
this valley, interesting……………..The Eastgate fault extends along the
rangefront at 9 o’clock.

53.3 Chain installation area sign.  You are getting close.

54.3 Look for the FOP sign and turn left on a dirt road at GPS point 39.37654 N, -
117.86740 W.  Drive north about 2.6 miles and look for grassy zones on the side
of the road for camping.  No fires please.  If you are worried about your vehicle
on this road, you can camp anywhere along this road.  We will be leaving from
the junction of this road and US HWY 50 in the morning.

56.9 Camp is located at GPS point 39.41052 N, -117.89481.

Day 1, Summary
Friday September 25, 2009

Eastgate fault, Desatoya Range, and Toiyabe Range

Lets try to leave camp at around 8 AM.

At Stop 1, I will present an introduction to the trip and outline the motivation and goals of
the paleoseismic transect across US HWY 50 that was completed as part of my PhD
research at UNR.  This will be followed by a discussion (led by Tony Crone) of recent
results from paleoseismic investigations along the Eastgate fault and the Clan Alpine
Range conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey.

At Stop 2, we will visit an open paleoseismic trench across the Desatoya Range fault and
open soil pits in intermediate and young alluvial fan surfaces (hanging wall and foot wall
of the fault).  At the trench, we will talk about colluvial wedge stratigraphy, event
chronology, and relative recurrence intervals.  The trench is a textbook example of
colluvial wedge stratigraphy.  At the soil pits, we will discuss soil carbonate stage
development and relative age of surfaces.  Scarps along the Clan Alpine Range fault that
were trenched by the USGS can be seen to the north across the valley.

Stop 3 will focus on the dramatic eastern escarpment of the Toiyabe Range.  We will
examine geomorphic characteristics of various alluvial fan deposits including relatively
young, intermediate, and old deposits.  We will explore the surficial expression of the
eastern Toiyabe Range fault, from large scarps at the base of relatively old surfaces,
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singular and parallel traces that cut across intermediate aged surfaces, and triangular
facets along the rangefront.  An open paleoseismic trench and soil pits on the hanging and
footwall surfaces will serve to continue our discussions from the morning on the relative
age of surfaces.  The trench provides a spectacular exposure of alluvial fan stratigraphy,
footwall collapse sediments, and fissure fills, and provides evidence for two earthquakes.

Camp for Friday night is about 20 minutes drive northeast of Stop 3 at Spencer Hot
Springs.  See Road Log for directions.  The area around the springs is large and
characterized by soft ground and ample camping locations.  Please be respectful to non-
FOPers who may also be using the area.

Day 1, Road Log
Today we will visit two sites relatively close to camp (Stops 1 and 2) and then take a long
drive east on US HWY 50 through Austin to the eastern side of the Toiyabe Range (Stop
3).  Gas, water, and ice can be purchased in Austin, but please keep your time there to a
minimum.

Approximate mileage

0.0 Head down the road south towards US HWY 50.  Reset your odometer at the stop
sign at US HWY 50.  Turn right (west).

0.3 Left turn (south) on dirt road.  GPS point 39.37225 N, -117.87192 W.

2 At the wood post turn left.  GPS point 39.34734 N, -117.87450 W.  This road may
not be great for a prius or other low clearance vehicles due to rocks in the road.

3.0 Day 1, Stop 1.  GPS point 39.35263 N, -117.85590 W.  We will take a short walk
around the scarp associated with the Eastgate fault and listen to introductory
statements from Koehler and a presentation by Tony Crone about some previous
paleoseismic investigations.  Information about the site is in Appendix A (intro)
and Appendix B.  After the stop, we will head back down the hill.  Make a 5 point
turn wherever you can.

3.3 Fairview Peak is in view at 12 o’clock.

4.1 Turn right (north) towards US HWY 50.  GPS point 39.34734 N, -117.87450 W.

5.8 Turn right (east) on US HWY 50.  GPS point 39.37225 N, -117.87192 W.  Buckle
Up, even though it seems you are way out here you are not out of the realm of the
law.  Notice the white cross of death across the highway at 1 o’clock (don’t go
there).

8.9 Location of Cold Springs an oasis that burned down during my project.  I had
nothing to do with it.  Notice 3 men delivering the pony express on steel horses,
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10 American flags, and one wagon high and dry.  The Desatoya Range is on your
right and the Clan Alpine Range is on your left.  You are entering Edwards Creek
Valley, another pluvial Lake Basin.  Notice youthful rangefront morphology
along the Desatoya Range.  The youngest alluvial fans are not offset here.

13.3 Scarps trenched by the USGS along the Clan Alpine Range (Appendix A) are at 9
o’clock.

17.3 Turn right (south) on a dirt road along the power pole line.  GPS point 39.51616
N, -117.75429 W.  There will also be a ranch house on the left side of the
highway across from the turn.

19.0 Stay left where a road comes in from the right and continue thru cattle gate.

19.1 Right turn on dirt road.  GPS point 39.49193 N, -117.74367 W.  4X4 vehicles are
better for this road, however 2 wheel drive vehicles can make it.  There are some
ruts and large rocks on the road.  Possibly a good place to jump in with someone
else if you have low clearance and want to avoid belly scratches.  Buds van
probably OK.

19.8 Day 1, Stop 2. GPS point 39.48251 N, -117.74387 W.  Follow the lead vehicle
and park in a line off to the right of the road so that we can leave down the same
road when we are finished. We will create a turnaround near the trench to make
this a little easier.  At this site, we will take short walks around the scarp but
mostly be sitting tight.  Bring your lunch.  We will talk about the event
stratigraphy exposed in a paleoseismic trench, and discuss relative age of faulted
surfaces based on soils.  Figure 1 shows photographs of the site and Figure 2
shows the soil profile developed in the footwall.

20.5 Turn left.  Pick up any low clearance vehicles left behind.

20.6 Turn right.

22.2 Turn right (east) onto US HWY 50.  Buckle up.

24.2 Desatoya Range on the right and Clan Alpine Range to the left.  Notice somewhat
subdued rangefront morphology along the Desatoya versus sharp triangular facets
along the Clan Alpines.  This is partly related to active deformation along the
Clan Alpine rangefront and deformation on the piedmont slope of the Desatoyas.

39.2 At 12 o’clock is the northern extension of the ShoShone Range.  At 5 o’clock is
the eastern Desatoya rangefront the site of the final stop on Sunday (Stop 1, Day
3).

43.6 Entering Reese River Valley.  The Toiyabe Range in all its glory is straight ahead
with peaks over 13,000 feet.  For a description of the western rangefront of the
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Toiyabe Range see the Toiyabe Range discussion under Additional Information
for day 1 below.

52.3 Pony Express crossing.

53.4 Abode on the left.  This guy lives here, moved in sometime around 2005 and
drives a cadillac and an econovan.  Why? What, What, What?  At 1 o’clock, the
sharp contact along the rangefront is the fault trace.

59.3 Highway sign for Austin, Nevada.  Continue through town on US HWY 50.  You
should top off gas in Austin (it is expensive).  There are two gas stations, so
please spread out to limit milling and time sink.  One gas station is next to the
Pony Canyon Hotel and the other is further up the hill (Shell) next to the Toiyabe
Café.  There will be no more stores, gas, or water until we come back through
town on Sunday morning.  This town is notorius for speed traps, so watch out for
smokeys and keep it at 25 mph in town.  If you order a pizza at the Owl Club, just
order cheese because if you don’t the lady has to go home to get onions and it
might be a while.  The jewelry is great in Austin (saved my marriage).

60.5 Shell station in Austin.

65.5 Continue east on US HWY 50.  This is the turnoff to Grass Valley that we will
take tomorrow (Saturday).

68.0 Low brown hills at 10 o’clock are bedrock pediments with concordant ridges
uplifted along the eastern Toiyabe Range fault.

70.8 Exposure of the East Toiyabe Range fault in roadcut to the north.  Exposure
shows bedrock on the west and alluvium on the east.

71.5 Turn right onto State Route 376 and head south.  GPS point 39.40395 N, -
116.94003 W.  Notice beautiful triangular facets, and concordant ridges of
pediment surface to the west.  The fault extends along the base of the rangefront.

74.6 Notice prominent rangefront morphology to the west.  It may be too early in the
day, but if the sun angle was right you could see three scarps on the fan directly
behind Birch Creek Ranch at 1 o’clock.  If we are running late, or on the way
back, the scarps will be nicely shaded in the Neotectonic hour.

77.3 Turn right onto a dirt road at the Blasko keg.  Hope your not too thirsty its only a
mailbox.  GPS point 39.32195 N, -116.98446 W.  Continue west on dirt road.
Notice multiple ages of Quaternary fan surfaces based on different degrees of
incision.  A large scarp across a relatively older fan is straight ahead.  If the
shadows cooperate a smaller scarp with a single juniper tree cuts an intermediate
age alluvial fan and can be seen at 11 o’clock.  We will discuss the relative age of
surfaces at the stop.
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79.0 Veer left at fork in the road.  GPS point 39.33284 N, -117.01273 W.

79.5 Day 1, Stop 3.  GPS point 39.33387 N, -117.02125 W.  Park along the right side
of the road.  Try to leave room for people to get by.  We will take a short walk to
a paleoseismic trench and also look at soil pits.  Figure 3 shows maps and photos
of the site.  We will discuss the relative age of Quaternary surfaces based on
surficial characteristics, cross cutting relations, and soils.  After we finish our
discussions at the trench site, we will have the opportunity to walk along the fault
to the north to inspect the surficial expression of the fault trace and see the
relatively young, intermediate, and old Quaternary fan surfaces displaced by the
fault.  For those that elect not to take the walk, the field trip is over for the day.
Continue on to camp and hot springs.  Return to cars and head down the hill to the
highway.  As you head down the hill, notice the light patches of ground across the
valley at 11 o’clock.  This is the location of camp.

81.6 Turn right (north) onto State Route 376.

81.7 Look to the west for huge backlit scarp on large relatively old fan surface.  This is
the scarp at the base of the old surface, upper right Figure 3B.  Follow the scarp to
the north with your eyes and notice that it cuts an intermediate age fan surface.
The northern extension of the scarp is about 1-2 fingers below the lowest
powerline.

87.1 Turn right (east) onto a dirt road to Spencer Hot Springs.  GPS point 39.39981 N,
-116.94212 W.

92.1 Turn left (north) at road junction and follow the road to Spencer Hot Springs and
camp.  We will have a group fire site.  There are many camping spots and 3 hot
tubs.  There is a maze of roads, however you can camp anywhere you can find a
spot.

DAY 1, ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The Eastgate Fault, Desatoya Range, and Toiyabe Range

Stop 1. Trip introduction and Eastgate fault

For information related to the motivation and goals of the great scarp hunt see Appendix
A (Koehler and Wesnousky, in review).  For background information related to the
USGS investigations of the Eastgate fault and the Clan Alpine Range fault see Appendix
B (Crone and Machette).
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Stop 2.  Desatoya Range

The Desatoya Range extends ~N35E-N40E for ~50 km between the northern Paradise
Range in the south to the New Pass Range in the north (Appendix A, Figure 4).  Bedrock
lithologies of the range include welded and unwelded silicic ash flow tuffs and minor
exposures of granitic and rhyolite intrusives, and tuffaceous sedimentary rocks (Stewart
and Carlson, 1978).  Relief from the highest peaks to the rangefront is ~1 km near
Edwards Creek and diminishes to ~0.5 to 0.75 km to the northeast. Observations on the
sense, style, and rate of faulting will be discussed.  A physiographic map of the range, a
surficial geologic map in the vicinity of Edwards Creek on the west side of the range, and
a subsurface cross section of the fault exposed in a trench near Edwards Creek and are
contained in Appendix A.  The surficial expression of the fault in the same area on both
air photos and ground photos is shown on Figure 1.

Northwest flank, Desatoya Range

From southeast of Cold Springs to the vicinity of US Highway 50 the fault on the west
side of the range is characterized by west dipping, left stepping normal faults that trend
N10E to N20E along the bedrock alluvium contact  (Appendix A, Figures 4 and 5).  The
rangefront is characterized by well-developed triangular facets with oversteepened bases,
wineglass canyons, and a bajada of young undeformed alluvial fans (Qfy) that generally
bury the fault trace.  About 2 km southeast of Cold Springs the fault briefly steps out onto
a pediment surface where it is characterized by at least four traces that displace and
backtilt the surface with scarps between 10 and 30 m.  A Qfi surface inset into the
piedmont is offset 2 to 3 m along the western most trace, which extends across the front
of the pediment and projects north to a sharp continuous linear trace along the rangefront.
In the vicinity of Highway 50, this trace offsets a Qfi surface by about 3 m and projects
into Edwards Creek Valley where it is buried by lacustrine deposits of pluvial Lake
Edwards.

From Highway 50, the fault steps south and east to the Edwards Creek area where it
projects at N55E and is characterized by subdued rangefront morphology, beveled scarps,
progressively greater offsets of older alluvial fan surfaces, and overlapping, parallel, and
left stepping strands (Appendix A, Figure 5).  In the Edwards Creek area, fault scarp
heights are greater than 6 m in Qfo alluvial fan surfaces.  Intermediate alluvial surfaces
(Qfi) are displaced along singular and parallel scarps that range in height between 1.5 and
3 meters (Figure 1).  Qfy surfaces have incised Qfi surfaces by several meters, eroded
lacustrine deposits of pluvial Lake Edwards (Ql), and are not displaced by the fault.  East
of Edwards Creek, the fault steps south and becomes a less distinct, sinuous rangefront
trace that offsets several Qfi surfaces in canyon salients.

A trench was excavated across the fault ~ 0.5 km west of the Edwards Creek channel
where it produces a 2.5-m-high scarp in Qfi alluvium (Figure 1).  In the footwall, Unit 1
is a package of alluvial fan gravels that coarsens upwards from a massive, well sorted
medium to coarse grained sand, to well bedded gravels in a sand matrix, to moderately
bedded, clast supported, imbricated, subangular to subrounded cobbles (Appendix A,
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Figure 6).  A soil characterized by stage II carbonate development has overprinted the
upper ~60 cm of the gravels.  Specific characteristics of the soil are shown on Figure 2.
Unit 1 is exposed at the base of the hanging wall section and is backtilted towards the
fault zone.  Unit 2 within the fault zone is an ~1.5-m-wide fissure fill that consists of
loose sand, gravels, and vertically aligned cobbles derived from Unit 1.  Unit 3 is fault
scarp derived colluvium that rests on Unit 1 and consists of poorly sorted, massive, loamy
sand with gravel.  A Btk soil horizon is developed in the top ~30 cm of Unit 3 and is
characterized by clay texture, distinct subangular blocky peds, carbonate nodules and
filaments, and 1 cm thick carbonate fillings in cracks.  The soil is buried by Unit 4, a tan
sandy loam with gravel that rests against the fault zone and exhibits a classic triangular
shape consistent with a colluvial origin.  The upper 20 cm of Unit 4 is characterized by
sandy clay loam texture, subangular blocky peds, olive brown color, and carbonate
stringers that trend parallel to the upper contact and penetrate through cracks to the base
of the unit.  Unit 5 is a tan, sand with trace gravel that rests on Units 4 and 3 on the
hanging wall.  Unit 6 consists of Av and Btk soil horizons developed in sand and gravel
deposits of the hanging wall and footwall, respectively.  The soil is interrupted by a loose,
poorly sorted colluvial deposit (Unit 7) that infills the fault zone and interfingers with the
hanging wall soil.

The stratigraphy is interpreted to record three earthquakes along the western Desatoya
Range fault.  Unit 3 represents fault scarp colluvium that accumulated against the scarp
after Unit 1 was displaced by the first (oldest) earthquake.  The colluvium (Unit 3) was
exposed at the surface long enough for strong clay structure and carbonate nodules to
develop. The penultimate earthquake is recorded by Unit 4, a colluvium deposited against
the fault zone which buries Unit 3 and tapers away from the scarp.  The presence of Bt
soil characteristics in the top of Unit 4 indicates exposure at the surface prior to burial by
Unit 5.  The separation of Units 3 and 4 from Unit 1 across an ~ 1.5-m-wide shear zone
characterized by vertically aligned clasts and the deposition of fault scarp colluvium
across the fault zone (Unit 7) provides evidence for the most recent earthquake. The
observations are consistent with surficial evidence for multiple earthquakes including
beveled scarps and greater amount of offset along older deposits.

Because the height of the scarp is more than twice the thickness of the penultimate
colluvium and the scarp is beveled, the site is not well suited for age determination by
diffusion analyses.  Nonetheless, scarp profiles (Desatoya Profiles 1 and 2) surveyed
across the fault at the site show a displacement of between 2.3 and 2.5 m, respectively
(Appendix A, Table 2).  All three earthquakes post-date the stage II carbonate soil
developed in the Qfi alluvium (Unit 1).  Inset geomorphic relations indicate that the
earthquakes occurred prior to deposition of Qfy fans that cut the Qfi and lacustrine
deposits.  Undeformed lacustrine deposits where the fault crosses HWY 50 indicate that
the last earthquake likely predates the late Pleistocene highstand of Lake Edwards.  Thus,
the three earthquakes occurred in the late Pleistocene with inter-event times sufficient
enough to develop soils on the two older colluviums.  The lack of carbonate development
in the most recent earthquake colluvium suggests that it occurred in the latest
Pleistocence.
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Stop 3. Toiyabe Range

The Toiyabe Range has topographic relief of over 5000 ft, individual peaks
exceeding 10,000 ft, and extends north-northeast for over 115 km, representing one of the
longest and most topographically prominent ranges in central Nevada (Appendix A,
Figure 8).  The range represents a west tilted faulted and folded block consisting of
Precambrian to Pennsylvanian quartzites, shales, phyllites, and limestone, Cretaceous and
Jurassic granitic plutonic rocks, and Tertiary rhyolitic ashflow tuffs (McKee, 1968;
1976).

West flank, Toiyabe Range

The western Toiyabe rangefront is a sharp linear escarpment characterized by large, well-
developed, steep, triangular facets (Appendix A, Figure 8).  Older generations of facets
extend to the crest of the range, which has been uplifted over 1500 m from the rangefront.
Canyon mouths are typically deep, narrow, v-shaped notches in bedrock that extend
upwards into wineglass canyons.  Between Highway 50 and Big Creek, large, young
alluvial fans are steep and actively burying older alluvial surfaces along the rangefront.
In this area, scarps in alluvium are not observed.  Directly south of Big Creek an ~4-m-
high fault scarp associated with a graben projects across an intermediate aged surface
west of the rangefront.  This scarp is beveled and likely represents more than one
earthquake.  Several kilometers to the south of Big Creek, a zone of at least 6 northeast
trending subparallel scarps cut across intermediate age surfaces.  These faults may act to
transfer slip from the east side of the Shoshone Range to the western Toiyabe rangefront
fault.  Based on the distinct rangefront morphology, high relief, and presence of multiple
event scarps, I infer that the western Toiyabe Range fault has a similar rate of activity to
the Eastern Toiyabe Range fault.

East flank, Toiyabe Range

The Eastern Toiyabe Range fault separates the Toiyabe range on the west from the
western margin of Big SmokeyValley, a deep alluvial basin, on the east. Geomorphic
evidence of active late Quaternary deformation is expressed along the entire length of the
fault and includes, large and small triangular facets, springs, scarps, wine-glass canyons,
oversteepened basal slopes, stepping and overlapping fault strands, and greater amounts
of offset along progressively older alluvial fan surfaces. The fault typically occupies the
alluvial fan-bedrock contact but in places it projects away from the rangefront offsetting
early to late Quaternary alluvial fan surfaces with scarps that range from 2 to greater than
16 meters. Alluvial fan surfaces extend 3 to 6 km to the east away from the rangefront
where they interfinger with Holocene alluvial deposits and lake deposits associated with
pluvial Lake Toiyabe which occupied Big Smokey Valley during the Late Pleistocene
(Mifflin and Wheat, 1979; Reheis, 1999; Snyder, 1964). Although Lake Toiyabe was not
connected to other pluvial lakes in the Great Basin in the late Pleistocene, the timing of
the highstand is inferred to be contemporaneous with Lake Lahontan (Mifflin and Wheat,
1979). The highstand shoreline of the lake was at an elevation of 1703m, and did not
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modify the topographically lowest traces of the fault which occur at an elevation of 1865
m.

The Eastern Toiyabe fault is primarily a sinuous range front structure separating
steep bedrock escarpments and Quaternary alluvial fans along much of its length. The
fault strikes roughly north-south along the southern part of the range and transitions to a
more north-northeasterly strike north of latitude 39°. Where expressed along the bedrock
alluvium contact the fault is characterized by prominent tectonic geomorphology
including wineglass canyons, triangular facets, and oversteepened basal slopes. The
active trace of the fault along the range front is commonly buried by late Pleistocene
alluvial fans and colluvium which may reflect high erosion rates, long recurrence
intervals, or both. The most prominent fault scarps in Quaternary alluvial fan surfaces
occur east of the rangefront along two approximately 5-km-long sections including an
area south of Kingston Canyon and an area between Tar Creek and Birch Creek
(Appendix A, Figure 9). In these areas, the fault is characterized by prominent
geomorphic expression exhibited by overlapping and stepping fault strands, scarps, fault
grabens, springs, and abandoned alluvial fan surfaces. Additionally, juniper trees are
common along fault scarps presumably due to groundwater availability.

From south to north between Tar Creek and Birch Creek the fault is characterized
by multiple strands that strike approximately N50E (Appendix A, Figure 9). In the
vicinity of Tar Creek at least one and possibly three fault traces offset an intermediate age
alluvial fan surface. The southeastern trace strikes N60E and consists of two sub-parallel
strands that offset the surface 3-7 meters. This trace extends about 0.5 km north from Tar
Creek but does not appear to extend into the young active alluvial fan surface. The
northwestern trace is sinuous, strikes N57E, and associated with a degraded 2-3 meter
where it projects into the undeformed active fan surface associated with Lynch Creek.
North of Lynch Creek, the fault is characterized by a >13 meter high scarp that trends
N83E across the base of a relatively old surface. The fault does not offset the active
Spanish Canyon fan, but continues along the base of an older surface to the north. Where
the fault projects into the intermediate aged surface near Birch Creek Ranch, the scarp
height diminishes to 1.5 meters and makes a short left step. Upslope of this location, two
additional traces step towards the rangefront. The middle trace offsets the relatively older
and intermediate aged fan surfaces by ~2 meters. The upper trace offsets the relatively
older surface by over 20 meters but diminishes to ~1.5 meter where it projects into the
intermediate aged surface. From the vicinity of Birch Creek to U.S. Highway 50 the fault
bounds the rangefront where it is covered by colluvium and expressed as a single trace
trending N42E at the base of a series of prominent triangular facets.

The Tar Creek trench site (Figure 3) is located about 3.5 km southwest of Birch Creek
Ranch and is accessed by a dirt road off State Route 376. The trench was sited
perpendicular to the northwestern trace across an ~2-m-high scarp that extends across the
Qfi surface directly north of Tar Creek.  Soil exposures in two soil pits excavated ~20 m
northwest of the trench and ~50 meters southwest of the trench, indicate that the hanging
wall and footwall comprise the same surface. The trench exposed a faulted alluvial fan
deposit, a thick colluvial package, and a thin colluvial package, recording  evidence for at
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least two surface rupturing earthquakes. The stratigraphic and structural relations exposed
in the trench and a sketch of the wall are contained in Appendix A, Figure 10.

Day 2, Summary
Saturday September 26, 2009

Simpson Park Mountains fault , Grass Valley, pluvial Lake Gilbert, and regional
extension rate

In the morning, line up like cattle sometime around 9 AM.

At Stop 1, we will discuss constraints on the paleoseismic history of the Simpson
Park Mountains fault based on stratigraphic relations exposed in a backhoe trench and
debate the origin of sediments exposed in the footwall.  At the trench site, Tom Hanks
will explain just how simple (or complex) scarp diffusion modeling can be to estimate the
relative age of the earthquake that created the scarp.  We will also talk about surficial
geomorphic relations at the site that provide constraints on event relative age.

At Stop 2, we will discuss observations from surficial geologic mapping, gravel pit
exposures, soils, and tephra correlations, to address the timing and late Pleistocene
highstand elevation of pluvial lake Gilbert, as well as, possible inter-basin connectivity to
Lake Lahontan.  We will have an exposure of the soil developed into playette and beach
gravel deposits from which to discuss rates of soil formation (pre and post Maazama).

At Stop 3, we will discuss the long-term history of faulting along the Simpson Park
Mountains fault based on progressively offset Quaternary surfaces.  We will take a short
walk south of the road to see a large degraded scarp and graben along a relatively old
alluvial fan deposit.  Here, I will summarize the techniques and observations used at the
field localities we have visited during the trip and also applied to nine ranges east of us
along US Highway 50 (Koehler, 2009).  I will present a space-time diagram summarizing
Neotectonic observations across the transect and explain the calculation of a net geologic
extension rate across the central Great Basin.  The errors inherent in this estimate will
also be discussed.  Bill Hammond will talk about previous and current geodetic studies in
the Great Basin, the deployment of permanent GPS installations as part of the EarthScope
project, and implications of the 21 February 2008 Wells, Nevada M 6.0 Earthquake.  We
will compare recent geodetic strain accumulation rates for the central Great Basin and
compare these rates to the long-term (geologic) rate of strain release by earthquakes.

An optional Stop 4 is available (if time allows) and provides the opportunity to view a
very large young scarp (~4.2 m), as well as prominent highstand beach berms of pluvial
Lake Gilbert.  A relatively old alluvial fan surface upslope of the late Pleistocene pluvial
Lake Gilbert highstand may be a good place to look for rounded gravels and subtle,
degraded bar deposits (higher older shorelines) that may be related to a more extensive
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lake.  I have not observed these features anywhere in the valley, but suggest this stop as a
good place to look.

Camp for Saturday night is located along a gravel pit directly southeast of Grass Valley
Road and south-southwest of Stop 4.  See Road Log for directions.  Please continue east
of the gravel pit along the dirt road.  Be Careful to not drive into the crater.  Pull off and
parallel to the road and camp on either side of the road in between sage bushes.  It may be
a bit tight and pokey, so bear with us.  The business meeting will be held at the gravel pit.

Day 2, Road Log
There will be a lot of driving today, about 50 miles to stop 1.  Once we get on Grass
Valley road we will be on dirt for the rest of the day and the stops and camp are closer
together.  Surficial geologic maps of the area we will be driving are given in Appendix A,
Figures 11 to 13.  There are no services so make sure you have plenty of water and gas.
Extra credit for a positive attitude as the camping facilities are less than 5 star.  I guess if
you want the Ritz, you should have been a business major.

It is recommended that you follow the road log with the air photos provided (in the areas
that they cover).  Many of the features we will see today are subtle in the field and
prominent on air photos.

Approximate mileage

0.0 Load up and head for US HWY 50 retracing your route from the end of the day
yesterday.  The road across Big Smokey Valley is ~5 miles.  We will re-zero
odometers at the stop sign on State Route 376.

0.0 At the stop sign at State Route 376 reset your odometer.  Turn right towards US
HWY 50.  Buckle Up, Click it or Ticket.

0.3 Turn left (west) onto US HWY 50.

1.0 Exposure of the East Toiyabe Range fault in the roadcut on the north side of the
road in case you missed it yesterday.

6.3 Turn right (north) at the Gordon barrel (mailbox) and before the solar panel on
Grass Valley Road (there is a sign).  GPS point 39.47453 N, -117.00207 W.  We
will not be on pavement until Sunday morning.

8.3 S-turn to the left.  Stay on main road.  Do Not take right which goes to a ranch.
The road is not as straight as it may seem and sometimes large trucks travel at
high speed.  USE CAUTION AND BE SAFE.
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16.8 A large drilling operation on the left.  Ormatt is exploring for geothermal
resources.

17.8 Stay right on main road.

18.5 A very large relatively old surface with cemented gravels is at 11 o’clock.  The
Simpson Park Mountains are straight ahead.

21.0 What, What, What is that thing on the left?  Cool cemented gravels.  Marith you
like.  Too high!!!! Too old!!!.

22.4 BIG DEAL RIGHT TURN.  DO NOT GO STRAIGHT TOWARDS RANCH.
INSTEAD GO RIGHT TOWARDS UNR GUND RANCH.  THERE IS A SIGN.

24.8 Keep going straight on Grass Valley Road.

27.1 Granite outcrop and torre like features.

29.6 Go straight on Grass Valley Road.  Later today this will be the turn to camp.  GPS
point 39.70390 N, -116.77274 W.  Notice spectacular rangefront morphology to
the right as you drive north including springs, scarps, and oversteepened basal
facets Figure 4.

51.8 Day 2, Stop 1. GPS point 39.93713 N, -116.57076 W.  We will take a short walk
north to a fault trench showing offset late Pleistocene shoreline of pluvial Lake
Gilbert.  Tom Hanks will talk about Scarp diffusion modeling (See Appendix C).
Be sure to look at your air photos, Figure 5.  A log of the trench exposure is in
Appendix A, Figure 14.  Park in the gravel pit on the right or along the road.  We
will continue north after the stop.

IMPORTANT NOTE.  RESET YOUR ODOMETER
TO ZERO HERE

Approximate mileage beginning at Day 2, Stop 1 heading north.

0.0 Day 2, Stop 1.

1.2 Stay straight on main road through s-turns.  DO NOT GO RIGHT.

2.3 On your left is the playa of pluvial Lake Gilbert.  Sand dunes fringe the margin of
the playa.  To your right, the Simpson Park Mountains fault extends along
bedrock and offsets young fans where they come through canyon mouths.
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4.3 Wave modified fault scarp on your right.  Follow the scarp with your eyes as we
drive north.  Notice that the scarp becomes larger where it displaces a large
relatively old alluvial surface.

5.7 Continue straight at this road junction.  DO NOT TURN RIGHT.  We will come
back to this road for Day 2, Stop 3.  As we continue north the large scarp becomes
a smaller scarp where it displaces and intermediate aged surface.  The small scarp
may be difficult to see from the road, but we will come back to it later.  Look at
the air photo, Figure 6.  The large scarp is located in the lower right corner of the
air photo.

6.4 Bumps in the road are shorelines associated with a prominent v-bar complex.

6.8 You are now on the v-bar complex.  Note the small playette on the right.  You
may also be able to see shorelines below the fault scarp at 3 o’clock.

7.0 Go straight at this road junction.  Look at the air photo (Figure 6) to see where the
fault cuts the shorelines (just north of the playette and north of the road).  If you
chose you can stop here on your own on the way back and try to find this cool
feature.

11.6 Ignore this sign and don’t.

12.2 Turn left on dirt road towards gravel pit.  GPS point 40.11496 N, -11659858 W.
Park along the right side of the road.  We will circle around and head out the same
way we came in.  Please leave room for the Burke mobile (Big Blue and Dusty, I
am told) to go all the way down.  If it gets too tight on this road you can park on
the main road and walk down.

12.5 Day 2, Stop 2.  Gravel Pit.  We will spend some time in the gravel pit talking
about the late Pleistocene highstand of pluvial Lake Gilbert, beach berm and
playette stratigraphy, soils, and the maazama ash.  Because the highstand
shoreline is offset, this site helps place relative constraints on the age of the
earthquake we saw in the trench and the drive up.  Poke at the soil and scrape the
exposure.  Figure 7 is an air photo that shows the highstand shoreline and the
gravel pit.  Figure 8 shows a sketch and photo of the gravel pit exposure.  A soil
description and clay vs depth profile at the site is shown on Figure 2.  Bring your
lunch.

12.7 Turn right and head south on Grass Valley road.

16.0 At 12 o’clock notice the prominent v-bar complex projecting to the right of the
road (Figure 7).  As you approach you will drive over a series of recessional
beach berms.  On the left is a wave modified fault scarp.  The highstand elevation
of pluvial Lake Gilbert is at the base of the scarp.
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19.2 Turn left and head uphill.  GPS point 40.01873 N, -116.56677 W.

19.6 You will drive up and over the highstand beach berm.

19.8 Day 2, Stop 3.  GPS point 40.02498 N, -116.55692 W.  Stop is shown on Figure
6.  Park at the fault scarp.  We will turn around and head downhill when we are
finished.  Notice the subdued morphology of the beach berm as compared to the
relatively steeper slope of the fault scarp.  We will take a short walk (or roll) to
the south to look at the large scarp and graben at the base of a relatively old
alluvial surface.  We will revisit the subject of surface relative age based on
surficial characteristics in the field and photos.  We will review the techniques
used to place relative constraints on the age of fault ruptures and the amount of
offset.  These same techniques were applied by Koehler across US Highway 50
along 12 rangefront faults.  Koehler will present a net long-term extension rate for
the Great Basin based on these observations and Bill Hammond will present strain
accumulation rates based on geodesy.  The long-term (geologic) and short-term
(geodetic) rates will be compared.  Koehler will attempt to describe the regional
deformation in the context of the Pacific/North American plate boundary.  On the
way back to the cars be sure to walk on the smaller scarp in the younger surface
north of the road.

20.6 Turn left (south) onto Grass Valley Road.

24.9 Follow the road through a big sweeping bend left, then stay right at Flying T
Ranch sign (mile 25.1) and continue across cattle grate.

26.3 Gravel Pit and site of Stop 1.  Continue straight.

26.8 Fault scarp crosses the road.  Notice multiple fault scarps to left.  The lowest
scarp is wave modified and overprinted by the latest Pleistocene rupture.

29.1 Bedrock scarp along the rangefront to the left.

31.7 Walti Hot Springs, closed to the public.  Road bends right and then left.

34.5 Day 2, Stop 4 (optional).  If time allows. There will be no presentations just time
to look around on your own.  Prominent beach berm to the left.  Relatively older
alluvial fans upslope of the beach berms may be a good place to look for higher
older shore features.  There are several green vegetation lineaments.  Figure 9
shows the location of this site (upper left in air photo).  If you would rather see an
impressive fault scarp, see the next entry in the road log.

34.9 Optional detour up dirt road to the left to the rangefront.  GPS point 39.85290 N, -
116.59500 W.  This site is also shown on Figure 9.  The largest offset measured
along the transect (~4.2 m) is located here.   The trench is now backfilled,
however the log is in your guidebook (Appendix A, Figure 14).
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36.0 Shore feature on left.

45.9 Continue straight. DO NOT TURN WEST.

48.5 Turn left onto road to camp.  GPS point 39.70390 N, -116.77274 W.  Stay on the
road and pass the gravel pit.  Watch out for huge hole in the ground on your left.
Park along the road and camp near your vehicles.  Business meeting will be held
in the gravel pit area (but not in the pit itself).

DAY 2, ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Grass Valley, the Simpson Park Mountains fault, and Pluvial Lake Gilbert

Stop # 1. Simpson Park Mountains fault

Grass Valley is an internally drained basin ~35 km northeast of Austin, Nevada in
the Central Great Basin (Appendix A, Figure 11). The Valley is bounded on the eastern
side by the active Simpson Park Mountains fault and was filled by the late Pleistocene
pluvial Lake Gilbert. Shoreline features and deposits of Lake Gilbert remain well-
preserved today and are cut by the Simpson Park Mountains fault.

The Simpson Park Mountains fault is an active west dipping normal fault that is
one of many Quaternary faults accommodating extension in the Central Great Basin. The
fault extends continuously for ~67 km along the base of the Simpson Park and Cortez
mountains and separates bedrock on the southeast against Quaternary deposits of Grass
Valley on the northwest. The Simpson Park and Cortez mountains are structural blocks
consisting of Paleozoic sedimentary and Tertiary volcanic rocks (Roberts et al., 1963;
Stewart and McKee, 1977). To the south the fault appears to terminate near the base of
Bates Mountain in southern Grass Valley, but projects on strike towards the northern
termination of the East Toiyabe Range Fault, which ends approximately 15 km to the
southwest of the Simpson Park Mountains fault.  Prominent triangular facets along most
of the Simpson Park Mountains, an ~ 600 m steep bedrock escarpment of Mt. Tenabo
along the Cortez Mountains, and numerous uplifted Quaternary surfaces attest to the
faults long-term tectonic activity.

Geomorphic evidence of active late Quaternary deformation is expressed along
the entire length of the fault, including wine-glass canyons, prominent scarps, springs,
vegetation and bedrock lineaments, over-steepened mountain-front facets, and greater
amounts of offset along progressively older deposits (Figure 4). The fault typically
occupies the alluvial fan-bedrock contact where it is expressed by a linear single trace
that sometimes exhibits a sawtooth pattern. Sharp, steep facets, offset intermediate aged
alluvial fans within canyon salients, and older isolated alluvial fan remnants are common
in these areas. In other places, the fault projects away from the rangefront, offsets
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alluvial fans and pluvial landforms with scarps of 1 to greater than 10 meters, and is
expressed by multiple stepping and overlapping fault strands. Rounded and subdued
facets and old alluvial fans preserved outboard of the rangefront are characteristics of
these areas.

Subsurface exposures of the Simpson Park Mountains fault are provided by Trenches 1
and 2. Logs of the exposures, unit descriptions, and a synopsis of stratigraphic relations
and event chronology are contained in Appendix A.  Trench 1 was excavated across an
~2 m-high scarp that offsets the highstand shoreline of pluvial Lake Gilbert located ~4
km north of Walti Hot Springs, and ~450 m northwest of Grass Valley Road (Figure 5).
The history of faulting events recorded in trench 1 support the occurrence of two surface
rupturing earthquakes.  The most recent earthquake displaced the highstand shoreline of
Pluvial Lake Gilbert.  Trench 2 was excavated across an ~4 m high scarp in a young
alluvial fan at the mouth of Pine Creek, ~6 km south of Walti Holt Springs, southeast of
Grass Valley road along the rangefront, and above the Lake Gilbert highstand (Figure 8).
Trench 2 supports the occurrence of one paleoearthquake created a large graben and an
~4 m high west facing scarp.

Scarp profiles and surficial stratigraphic relations indicate that the most recent earthquake
occurred in the latest Pleistocene to Holocene.  A scarp profile and diffusion analysis for
the scarp at the Trench 1 site is shown in Appendix A, Figure 2.

Stop # 2 Pluvial Lake Gilbert

Pluvial lakes have existed in closed basins within the Great Basin throughout the
Pleistocene and their deposits often co-exist with active fault traces. Lake
Lahontan filled much of the western Great Basin about 13 ka ybp (Adams and
Wesnousky, 1998; 1999) and represents the largest late Pleistocene lake in the region.
The lake is composed of seven sub-basins that were only integrated when Lake Lahontan
rose above its highest sill at Adrian Valley (~1311 m) (Adams, 1996). During periods
when the lake was below this elevation, individual sub-basins developed their own
unique shoreline records complicating correlation efforts.

Many smaller basins in the western Great Basin, including Grass Valley,
contained pluvial lakes in the Pleistocene (Mifflin and Wheat, 1979; Reheis, 1999;
Redwine, 2003). Previous investigations into the pluvial lake history of Grass Valley
(Russell, 1885; Free, 1914a; Hubbs and Miller, 1948; Snyder et al., 1964; Hubbs et al,
1974; Mifflin and Wheat, 1979; Reheis et al., 2002; 1999a) have resulted in conflicting
interpretations regarding its connection to the Lake Lahontan Basin. For example, Free
(1914a), Snyder et al., (1964), Hubbs and Miller (1948), and Hubbs et al., 1974) inferred
a connection to the Lahontan Basin via Crescent Valley and the Humboldt River to the
north. In contrast, Mifflin and Wheat (1979) found no evidence for overflow and
measured 36 meters of basin closure between the late Pleistocene age bar and the
northern drainage divide of Grass Valley. Reheis et al. (2002) presented evidence for
several older pluvial lakes that exceeded late Pleistocene levels, including Columbus-Fish
(Lake Columbus-Rennie), Kobeh-Diamond (Lakes Jonathan and Diamond), Newark,
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Long (Lake Hubbs), and Clover (Reheis 1999; Reheis et al., 2002). High
shoreline and lake spillover altitudes were used to suggest the possibility that these lakes
overflowed into the Humboldt River drainage, contributing to the effective drainage area
of Lake Lahontan. Evidence for a pre-late Pleistocene highstand has not been
documented for Lake Gilbert. Additionally, the age of the Lake Gilbert late Pleistocene
highstand has been inferred to be Lahontan (Mifflin and Wheat, 1979; Reheis et al.,
2002), but no direct information on the timing of the highstand has previously been
reported.

Some observations on the timing and extent of Lake Gilbert

At the north end of Grass Valley a suite of well-preserved progradational barrier bars
extend roughly east-west across the valley. These features are most easily identified on
airphotos and in the field and are shown on Figure 7. Air photo and field reconnaissance
was performed to assess whether Lake Gilbert overflowed into Crescent Valley and to
examine the timing of the highstand. During the highstand, water level reach 1750 m and
left a sharp trim line against bedrock and old alluvial fans on the west side of the valley.
On the east side of the valley, the lake existed at the base of old alluvial fans along a fault
scarp of the Simpson Park Mountains fault. The lake built a prominent barrier bar at 1747
m., at the northern edge of the lake, creating a closed basin where fine-grained playette
deposits accumulated. As lake level receded, barrier bars were constructed at 1736 m and
1729 m. The morphology of the barriers is typical of other lacustrine constructional
landforms around the basin and characterized by convex up topographic form, relatively
flat crest, and a steep slope on the lakeward side.  Evidence of the highstand lake level
(1750 m) at the upslope edge of the playett is limited to closed contours observed on
topographic maps. The highstand shoreline may have been eroded in this area by young
alluvial fans (Qfy) that are actively burying the closed basin behind the highstand barrier
bar. These fans are sourced in active stream channels emanating from intermediate age
fans that coalesce and interfinger across the Grass Valley/Crescent Valley drainage
divide. At the drainage divide, the trunk streams are headwardly eroding towards the
divide but are not integrated across the divide.  Terraces or through-going channels are
not observed in the divide area.  Additionally, trim lines or shore deposits higher than
1750 m are not observed. These observations indicate that the lake was likely internally
drained, reached a maximum elevation of 1750 m, and did not overflowed into the
Humboldt River drainage system (lake Lahontan drainage basin).

Pilsners are best drank out of a pilsner glass at 2 in the morning.  Now that this important
information is known, I will continue.  A gravel pit located on the eastern side of the
1747 m bar exposes a cross-section of the bar stratigraphy. The pit is oriented oblique to
the crest of the barrier bar and exposes beach, playette, tephra, and aeolian deposits. A
photomosaic, stratigraphic log of the exposure, and soil description are shown on Figures
2 and 8. The basal deposit (Unit A) is characterized by beach gravels that are clast
supported, well sorted, subrounded to rounded, and range in size from 0.5 to 3 cm with
trace clasts up to 6 cm. Individual interbeds within the deposit are 3 to 15 cm thick and
exhibit classic foreset and backset cross beds typical of barrier bars (Adams and
Wesnousky, 1998). The upper 10-15 cm of the deposit is matrix supported, has a sandy
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clay loam texture, and fine sub-angular blocky soil structure. Unit B, is a light brown
sandy clay loam with trace gravel that abruptly buries and has an on-lapping relation with
the beach gravels. Soil developed in Unit B is characterized by many fine to medium
angular blocky peds and non-sticky, slightly plastic consistence. Soil horizons developed
in Units A and B include 4Btkb and 3Btkb, respectively. Unit C is a white tephra deposit
with a sharp basal contact that buries Unit B. The tephra is geochemically correlated to
the Maazama Ash, dated at 7627 ± 150 cal yr B.P. (Zdanowicz, 1999). Units D and E
represent continued Aeolian and distal alluvial fan deposition behind the barrier bar.
Loam texture and light orange-yellow  color characterize Unit D and silt loam texture and
light gray color characterize Unit E. Based on texture and lack of gravel, Units D and E
are interpreted as aeolian and distal alluvial fan deposits. The soil developed through
Units D and E, is weakly developed and contains A1, A2, Bwk, and BC horizonation
(Figures 2 and 8).  The depositional history at the site began with construction of a barrier
bar (Unit A) during or shortly after the highstand. Based on its position behind the barrier
crest, trace amounts of gravel, and more sand that the units above it, Unit B is interpreted
to be a playette deposit that may have been contemporaneous or slightly post-date the
barrier bar. As the lake receeded, the playetted dried up and began to develop a soil into
Unit A (top of the beach gravels). This soil was exposed at the surface long enough to
develop moderate structure and color. The soil was then buried by the Maazama ash
(Unit C), and both were subsequently buried by aeolian and distal fan deposits (Units D
and E).

Constraints on the timing of the Lake Gilbert highstand is provided by the gravel
pit exposure and soil described above. Mifflin and Wheat (1979) inferred that the
highstand of Lake Gilbert was contemporaneous with the Lake Lahontan highstand,
which reached its maximum extent at 13,070 ± 60 14C B.P (15,475 ± 720 cal. yr B.P.)
(Adams and Wesnousky, 1999; Benson and Thompson, 1987). Because the Maazama
ash is deposited above the beach gravels, the age of the ash is a minimum constraint on
the age of the barrier bar. The soil developed between the Maazama ash and the beach
deposits is moderately developed, suggesting several thousands of years of development.
This soil would have begun to develop when the lake dessicated and the surface became
subaerial. Thus, although we do not have any direct constraints on the maximum age of
the highstand, the soil suggests a late Pleistocene age.  The soil developed in the gravel
pit is similar to other soils in late Pleistocene highstand deposits around the Lake
Lahontan basin (Adams and Wesnousky, 1999), providing additional support for a late
Pleistocene age for the highstand deposit in Grass Valley.

The barrier is below the elevation of the highstand (~3 m) and may slightly post-date the
highstand. However, because there are no preserved shore features above this bar, I infer
that the lake may have only existed at its highstand for a short period of time, and
receeded to the level of the prominent barrier bar at the gravel pit shortly thereafter.
Thus, the age of the barrier bar closely approximates the age of the highstand and is
constrained to between late Pleistocene and 7627 ± 150 cal yr B.P. Based on soil
developed below the Maazama ash, the inferred age of the highstand is closer to late
Pleistocene. Because, beach berms or shore features are not observed higher than the late
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Pleistocene highstand, pre-late Pleistocene lakes within Grass Valley apparently did not
exceed the late Pleistocene level.

Stop 3. Progressive offset of multiple aged surfaces and long-term strain release vs
short term strain accumulation.

Progressive offset of multiple aged surfaces is a direct indicator of active tectonics.
Hopefully, I have showed you examples of this process over the last 2 days.  If not, lets
have a beer tonight and Ill try to explain it better.  For detailed information on the
calculation of net long-term extension rates see the discussion and conclusions in
Appendix A (Koehler and Wesnousky, in review).  For detailed information on recent
geodetic studies in the Great Basin and strain accumulation rates see Appendix D
(Hammond).

Appendix A, Figure 15 shows a space-time diagram depicting earthquake events through
time.  Earthquake displacement data documented across the US HWY 50 transect, as well
as data from other studies, is shown in Appendix A, Tables 2-4.  Collectively, the data
represent a paleoseismic transect that extends from the Sierra Nevada to the Wasatch
Mountains.  A net cumulative long-term extension rate across the ~500 km transect is
estimated by summing the horizontal offsets and dividing by the time period that the
offsets occurred,~60 ky based on scarp diffusion and soils.

The earthquake displacements used in the extension rate calculation all post-date
abandonment of their respective Qfi fan surfaces.  The age of the Qfi fan surfaces provide
a maximum age for the ruptures.  Based on regionally similar surface morphology,
degree of incision, and soil development characterized by stage II to II+ carbonate
development the Qfi surfaces are broadly constrained to between about 50-175 ky
(Redwine et al., in review and references therein).  This age range encompasses the
timing of regional intervals of fan aggradation inferred to have occurred during marine
isotope stage 4-3 (~70 ka) and 5-6 (~130 ka) (Eppes et al., 2003).

The total amount of measured vertical displacements between the Central Nevada
Seismic Belt and the Wasatch fault are 91.3 m and 35.4 m, over the last ~60 kyr and ~20
kyr, respectively (Appendix A, Tables 3 and 4).  The calculated total net east-west
horizontal extension over the same time periods is about 48.4 m and 19.3 m, respectively.
Averaging these values over the time periods that the displacements occurred yields long-
term extension rates of 48.4 m/60 kyr = 0.8 mm/yr and 19.3 m/20 kyr = 1.0 mm/yr.
Dividing the total east west extension (48.4 m) by the possible range of ages for the
displaced surfaces (50-175 ky) results in an extension rate of 0.3-1.0 mm/yr.  Thus, a
first-order estimate of the regional long-term extension rate across the Great Basin (0.8-
1.0 mm/y r) is reasonable and has been operative over the late Pleistocene.  For a
discussion of the errors inherent in this analysis see Appendix A.  Recent geodetic
modeling efforts (Appendix D and Hammond et al., in review) indicate a gradient in
velocity of ~1mm/yr over a width of ~300 km across the interior of the Great Basin,
consistent with the geologic result.
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So, what does all this extension mean in the context of the migrating Pacific/North
American plate boundary (See Appendix A, Figure 16 and discussion).  Geologically,
dextral deformation has not been recognized in the central Great Basin.  From east to
west across the region mountain range crests and late Pleistocene ruptures rotate from N-
S trends to NE trends.  Late Pleistocene ruptures are oriented 20-40 degrees more
northeasterly than their respective ranges and are associated with left stepping patterns in
alluvium that project into valleys and away from the trend of the bedrock rangefront.  The
optimal orientation for the development of normal faults is along northeast trends
(northwest extension).  See strain ellipse oriented approximately with the plate boundary,
Appendix A, Figure 16.  Recent geodetic results of Hammond et al. (in review) and
Appendix D indicate that coseismic displacement associated with the 2008 Mw=6.0
Wells earthquake was oriented N60°W.  The observations suggest that northwest directed
extension is controlling youthful rupture patterns in the Great Basin.  The central Great
Basin thus, represents an ~200-km-wide transition zone between northwest directed
dextral and extensional deformation in the west and east-west directed extension in the
east.  Thus, the geomorphic signature of Pacific/North American relative plate motion
may be expressed in the Central Great Basin by left stepping ruptures that extend over
200 km east of the Walker Lane.

In support of this hypothesis I present the following arguments:

Because the late Pleistocene ruptures across the region extend at more northeasterly
orientations than their respective ranges, I infer that the ruptures are responding to a
stress field that differs from the environment in which the ranges originally formed.  The
consistency in orientation of left stepping fault traces across the region suggests a
regional physical process is controlling the distribution of the ruptures.

In the coast range of California, studies on small Neogene basin sedimentology and
tectonics (Nilsen and Clarke, 1989; Kelsey and Carver, 1988), thickness and temperature
variations in the crust (Furlong and Govers, 1999; Furlong et al., 1989), the northward
migration of volcanism, and fluvial geomorphic studies (Lock et al., 1996; Koehler,
1999) indicate that the Mendocino Triple Junction (MTJ) has migrated from the vicinity
of San Francisco to its present location over the last 6-8 My.  In the wake of the MTJ
over this time period, the San Andreas fault elongated to the north through latitude 380 N
to 400 N, the latitude equivalent to this FOP trip in the central Great Basin.

The Walker Lane, east of the Sierra Nevada represents a major structural element of the
Pacific/North America plate boundary system.  At the latitude of our FOP trip, the
Walker Lane occurs approximately 250 km east of the San Andreas fault, has a more
northerly trend, and consists of a complex diffuse zone of discontinuous faults.
Deformation within the Walker Lane initiated between ~8-15 Ma (Reheis and McKee,
1991a; 1991b;Reheis, 1992, Stewart, 1988, Cashman and Fontaine, 2000).  Estimates of
cumulative displacement within the Walker Lane decrease from south to north and
include <150 km across the southern Walker Lane, 48-60 km across the Central Walker
Lane, and 25-32 km across the northern Walker Lane (Wesnousky, 2005 and references
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therein). The less developed pattern of faulting within the Walker Lane as compared to
the San Andreas fault is attributed to a component of extension transverse to the trend of
the Walker Lane and the relatively less amount of accumulated slip (Wesnousky, 2005).
Geodetic rates of right lateral shear along the Walker Lane are relatively consistent
(~10mm/yr) through the Southern and Central Walker Lane but decrease to about 7
mm/yr along the Northern Walker Lane (Thatcher et al., 1999; Hammond and Thatcher,
2007).  The decrease in slip rate is associated with a widening of the northern Walker
Lane that has been attributed to a transfer of a small component of northwest directed
Walker Lane strike slip motion to northeast trending normal faults (Wesnousky, 2005;
Hammond and Thatcher, 2005).  In this manner, the northern Walker Lane acts as a
transition zone between plate parallel dextral motion and ~N60W directed extension in
the interior of the Great Basin (Hammond and Thatcher, 2007).  The region between the
Clan Alpine and Diamond Ranges represents a 200-km-wide transition zone from
northwest-directed dextral and extensional deformation in the west to east-west-directed
extension in the east.

Several historic earthquakes along the boundary between the Central Walker Lane and
the Central Nevada Seismic Belt lend contemporary support to the idea of dextral slip
transitioning to normal slip on north to northeast trending faults.  The 1932 Cedar
Mountain event was associated with a complex left stepping north trending rupture
pattern that extended over 75 km between Monte Cristo and Gabbs Valleys (Gianella and
Callaghan, 1934; Bell et al., 1999).  Strike slip displacements dominated the southern part
of the rupture, whereas normal displacements were more prevalent to the north.  The
northern termination of the Cedar Mountain earthquake overlaps and is parallel (a left
step) to ruptures associated with the Faiview Peak rupture.  The 1954 Fairview Peak-
Dixie Valley rupture sequence was associated with right lateral and vertical
displacements up to 2.9 m and 3.8 m, respectively, along Fairview Peak and primarily
normal displacements along the west side of Dixie Valley (Caskey et al., 1996).  The
ruptures stepped left across a complex 15-km-wide left step in which the West Gate,
Louderback Mountains, and Gold King faults also ruptured.  The 1954 Rainbow
Mountain/Stillwater earthquakes are characterized by right oblique deformation along
north and northeast trending discontinuous en echelon left stepping faults (Caskey et al.,
2004; Bell et al, 2004).  Right lateral slip is also supported by a well-preserved 100-m
long mole track (Caskey et al., 2004).  In addition to right oblique displacements and left
stepping rupture patterns associated with all of these earthquakes, the physiographic
expression of the ranges also exhibit a left stepping en echelon pattern. This indicates that
right oblique deformation has played a role in the long-term structural evolution of the
mountain ranges and supports the existence of a small amount of right lateral strain
release within the central Great Basin/Walker Lane transition zone.

I propose that the structural development of the Walker Lane follows and lags behind the
propagation of the plate boundary (San Andreas fault) and contributes to regional shear
and extension by transferring slip to the east as extension along normal faults in the
central Great Basin.  This process is expressed by the divergence of latest Pleistocene
ruptures to more north easterly trends and left stepping rupture patterns.  Based on
displaced old alluvial fan surfaces (Qfo) and Quaternary/Tertiary pediment surfaces I
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infer that the modern extension direction has been operative over at least the last several
hundred thousand years to several million years.  Thus, the onset of deformation along
faults that do not follow previously established active faults along rangefronts, but
instead follow left stepping traces outboard of rangefronts is consistent with the timing of
the northwesterly migration of the Mendocino Triple Junction through the latitude of this
FOP trip.  The left stepping pattern may be the geomorphic signature of right lateral shear
related to relative Pacific/North American plate motion.  The implication of these
observations is that right lateral shear affects the distribution and orientation of late
Pleistocene ruptures as far east as ~1160 N longitude and suggests that the geomorphic
width of the San Andreas fault system extends over 200 km east of the Walker Lane.

Day 3, Summary
Sunday September 27, 2009

Please pick up your trash as you leave camp.  We will try to depart around 9 AM.  There
is only one stop today because most folks have a long way to travel home.  We will look
at a v-bar complex in Smith Creek Valley along the south eastern Desatoya rangefront.
Scarps that cross the highstand and recessional shorelines are present near Stalefish
Creek.  We will discuss the origin of these scarps.

Day 3, Road Log
Approximate mileage

0.0 Exit the crater pit area.  Reset odometer when you turn left onto Grass Valley
road.  Follow Grass Valley road south to US HWY 50.

23.3 Junction of Grass Valley road and US HWY 50.  Reset odometer.

0.0 Turn right on US HWY 50.

2.2 Summit the Toiyabe Range and begin steep downgrade towards Austin.  Maybe
use low gear.

2.7 Many mountains and valleys at 12 o’clock.  Big country.

4.0 Scary right bend in highway at the junk yard.  Speed trap 25 mph.

4.4 Enter Austin.  Get gas if you need to. Head downhill west on US HWY 50. Pass a
tiny black and white sign that is particularly tall on the right side of the highway.

7.9 Turn left onto State Route 722.  GPS point 39.50033 N, -117.12379 W.  Going
this way is about the same distance and mileage to Reno, so even if you decide to
skip the stop today, it is a nice road with great scenery.  Notice the western
Toiyabe Range fault to your left.  The Shoshone Range is at 12 o’clock.
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24.8 Smith Creek Valley and east side of the Desatoya Range is at 12 o’clock.  This is
the range we FOPed on Friday on the west side.  Cops have been known to play
on wind things on the playa.  The eastern side of the Desatoya Range is an active
rangefront that has not experienced a late Pleistocene earthquake.  Notice that the
crest elevation decreases from south to north.

34.1 The western Shoshone rangefront is on the left.  Notice subdued rangefront
morphology and shorelines on the piedmont slope.  No late Pleistocene fault
activity here.

35.2 Slow down for the ranch.

35.8 Wave at the scarecrow guy.

41.5 Turn right on dirt road and drive north.  There will be a sign for Hendrix Smith
Creek ranch.  Two empty keg barrels at mailbox.

45.3 Day 3, Stop 1.  We will walk up a large v-bar complex to look at uphill facing
scarps on the highstand shoreline.  The fault scarp projects across the shoreline in
this vicinity but does not appear to continue to the north.  Thus, the debate will be
whether or not the scarp in the shoreline is tectonic or some other lacustrine
feature.  After the stop, turn around and head back to State Route 722 and turn
right towards Reno.  There is a hot spring for small groups several miles further
north and out on the playa.

71.1 Left turn onto US HWY 50.  Go home and rest.  Thanks for playing.  See you
next year.

DAY 3, ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Figure 10 shows an air photo of the v-bar complex and scarp like feature.  A surficial
geologic map of the rangefront and the v-bar area is in Appendix A (page 37, Figure 7).
A description of the southeast Desatoya rangefront is on page 9, Appendix A.

In the vicinity of Stalefish Creek a 6-8 m high scarp in bedrock projects across a Qfi
surface, which is offset a similar amount (Appendix A, Figure 7).  The elevation of the
scarp is slightly higher than the Lake Desatoya highstand shoreline elevation.  The fault
trace likely continues northeast into the basin but has been covered adjacent to the
rangefront by playette and prominent v-bar deposits.  Within the v-bar complex, three
recessional berms rise slightly at their eastern extent along strike with the fault.  This
northwest facing rise (scarp?) could be related to lacustrine depositional processes,
deposition above a pre-existing scarp in the underlying fan or bedrock, or a back-facing
scarp related to a graben.  Because lacustrine features are not deformed further to the
northeast along strike, it is not clear that the rise is tectonic in origin.
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Figures





Figure 2.  Clay per cent versus depth profiles for soils described
at the Desatoya Range fault trench, Tar Creek trench site along
the Toiyabe Range, and the gravel pit at the north end of Grass
Valley.  Symbols include f; footwall, and h; hanging wall.
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Figure 2. (Cont.) Soil description data from the Desatoya Range
trench site (footwall), Toiyabe Range trench site (hanging wall and 
footwall), and the Grass Valley gravel pit exposure.
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Figure 7. Aerial photograph of the northern part of Grass Valley showing
prominent barrier bars associated with pluvial Lake Gilbert and offset
shorelines (southeastern corner).  Highstand shoreline beach berm and 
gravel pit are located in the top center of the photo.
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